UNDERSTANDING CHRISTIANITY PLANNING SHEET
Case Study 4
THEME: Key Stage 1 - CREATION
Week

Learning Intention

Questions/ Activities

T/I/C

1

Recognise that
creation is the
beginning of the big
story of the Bible.

Look at lovely images (or objects) of the natural
world. What might the creator be like? Read the
story of Genesis 1. What does this tell us about what
God is like?

T

2

Retell the story of
creation simply.

Pictures of the creation story and order them
according to when it happened. Come up with the
key words to put with the pictures. Go into the
school hall put into groups and act out the different
parts of the story.

T

3

Retell the story of
creation simply.

T

4

Give at least one
example of what
Christians do to say
thank-you to God
for the creation.

Artwork of the different days in groups – to create a
frieze of the creation to refer to and help re-tell the
story. Display key words with the frieze.
Ask the question; what do the pupils think? Thankyou statements/prayers to God for creation. (To use
possibly in a harvest Festival) explore harvest
prayers/hymns.

5

Think, talk and ask
questions about
living in an amazing
world.
Recognise that
creation is the
beginning of the big
story of the Bible

Listen to the song – I think to myself, what a
wonderful world, silent discussion of these ideas.
Walk around the grounds – take photos. Be grateful
for what we have and say thank-you to our creator.
Have a look at the big story frieze – ask what part
shows creation and say how. Explain that creation is
just the start of a big story for the Bible.
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